CHAPTER 14
Mathematics and Dance Bibliography

We often get requests from students and researchers looking for information on mathematics and dance. Unfortunately, not much has been published on these subjects, and so we hope that this working bibliography may help point interested people to helpful sources.

Some items are included even though we do not currently have complete bibliographic information for them, and some of the sources we have only seen referenced in other works. We would greatly appreciate any additional references or missing information; please send these to schafferkarl@fhda.edu. These references were compiled during 1997-2001, and included visits to the Lincoln Center Library for the Performing Arts in New York City, and the Laban Center library, also in New York. The Lincoln Library classifications are included, where known, to simplify access to those references.

For those unfamiliar with dance and dance notation, a number of the references relate to the work of Rudolf Laban, and his followers. Laban developed the most commonly used dance notation, Labanotation, based on a very scientific analysis of human movement.

At the end we will soon include our dances which include significant mathematical ideas or inspiration. We would appreciate any information on dances or performances readers know about with strong connections to mathematics.
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Guys Dancing About Math—He and Stern, a dance teacher at Weber State University in Ogden, Utah, have been choreographing and performing dance pieces based on mathematical ideas. As founding members of the Dr. Schaffer and Mr. Stern Dance Ensemble, they and their company have performed for hundreds of thousands of people, including at dentists to join a deep and mathematical conversation. The connections between mathematics and dance are the heart of the matter, says Schaffer. Often look at the mathematical as. Chicago undergraduate mathematics bibliography. Somehow I became the canonical undergraduate source for bibliographical references, so I thought I would leave a list behind before I graduated. I list the books I have found useful in my wanderings through mathematics (in a few cases, those I found especially unuseful), and give short descriptions and comparisons within each category. I hope that this list may serve as a useful road map to other undergraduates picking their way through Eckhart Library. The learning guide Discovering the Art of Mathematics: Dance lets you, the explorer, investigate connections between mathematical ideas and concepts and dance related ideas and patterns. Moving in symmetry will lead to classifying types of symmetry and Frieze patterns. Dancing Salsa Rueda allows you to explore combinatorial ideas, while Contra Dancing will link with group theory and permutations. You will discover topological ideas while playing with different positions in Partner Salsa Dancing and use Maypole dancing to investigate fundamental domains and create beautiful geometric patterns.